In this paper, we focus on the 'reverse editing' problem in movie analysis, i.e., the extraction of film takes, original camera shots that a film editor extracts and arranges to produce a finished scene. The ability to disassemble final scenes and shots into takes is essential for nonlinear browsing, content annotation and the extraction of higher order cinematic constructs from film. In this work, we investigate agglomerative hierachical clustering methods along with different similarity metrics and group distances for this task, and demonstrate our findings with 10 movies.
INTRODUCTION
Much of the work in CBVIR has focused on video segmentation including shotlscene extraction and effective algorithms have been reported in this area. In addition, increasingly popular DVD technology has allowed many features, including chapterlscene selection (manually labeled during DVD production) to be incorporated in an DVD release for consumer ease of access to content. The challenge in video analysis has now turned to developing technologies that take advantage of available shot. scene indices for content annotation and better semantic understanding of audio-visual materials to present useful modes to access and manipulate content. In this work. we study the problem of extraction of originalfilm takes from produced video and examine the use of clustering techniques to detect film takes automatically.
A film take is defined as "one unintempted run of the camera to expose a series of frames," according to the Dictionary of Film Terms. A film take is also known as a shot captured during the film shooting, and before the editing stage as opposed to shots in the finished film which are generally understood as the portion of the visual stream between two consecutive cut points, or in edited film, splice points. To avoid confusion, this paper always uses the term 'shot' in the context of the finished film.
The left side of Figure 1 shows the film production process from shooting raw takes to producing the final edited material. During the shooting, different takes of a scene are acquired from multiple camera setups, angles, andor different filming sections. The editor creates the final shot sequence of the scene by selecting from, mixing, and alternating between different portions of these takes to achieve the Figure 1 outlines the reverseediting process which uses keyframeslshotlscene indices previously extracted to detect takes that contributed to the final production. It shows, for example, shots of a scene being analyzed and grouped into 3 clusters which map to 3 takes captured during the film shooting.
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Figure I: Film roduction and reverse-editing proces?.
Custering of sfots hbs been examined in some previous studies [I, 2. 3). These studies tend not t o explicitly specify ulhat the extracted clusters represent, except describe them in terms of the results obtained (e.g.. indoor, coftee shop Scenes). and neither do they specify any consistent groundtruth nor measure the \)stem performance on a large set of data. The) iften u s shot clustering as a means for extracting scene boundaries. [ I ) proposes the notinn of Scene 'Transition Graph which organizes clustered shots into a directed graph for compact representation and scene scgmentation in a video. Our uork altemativel) use:, scent indice* available thruugh other methods (some u e hn\e dcselopcd) 3s the temporal constraints in our clustering analysis.
UTIIJTY OF FILM TAKES
This scctionoutlines hou ~utomatedextraction of film p l q s an essential role in computing many higher order cinematic constructs and tasks in tilm anal)sic. For iIIu)tration purposes. we uhe a hyp)theticd scene. l'he annotated shot sequence 01 this scene and its sho~ltske tranrition graph are shoun in Figure 2 'The numbers denote the take indices, and shots of the same shading belong to the same take.
D Content SummarizatiotdAnnotation:
The identification of film takes will enable more compact representation of the video under analysis. Rather than being overwhelmed by all the shots of the scene, only one shot from each take needs to be presented to the user. The reduction factor for the above scene is 11/29. In rea1 sequences, the reduction would be much higher. It also allows the user to browse the video content in a graph-like structure rather than linearly going through all shots. Many shot features can be annotated for the whole take and these include distance, angle, color, lighting, framing, and composition. D Editing Rhythm: Apart from movement and cutting rates, the repetition of certain shots in 2-beat, 3-beat pattems is an essential element in establishing the rhythm of the film.
Shots in takes 4, 8 , 9 , 10, 11 form 2-beat patterns.
states that cinema has its own unique method of providing aesthetic gratification and composing cinematic sentences, called 'cinesthetic elements.' Four of eight different elements described by Sharff can benefit from the extraction of film takes: separation, familiar image, orchestration, and multi-angularity. Separation is the fragmentation of a scene into single images, seen in alternation, A, B, A, B, A, B, etc.
Separation i s a particularly strong element in cinema. In the example, separation starts at the first shot of take 8 and ends just before the last shot. Separation would be detected based on the alternation between takes.
This element refers to the repetition of certain images which thus become familiar and are used as the means of keeping together continuity. Familiar images would be detected by looking for takes with at least 3 shots and not alternating with other takes. Takes I and 4 are familiar images in the sample scene.
D Cinesthetic Elements -Multi-Angularity: This element conveys information in different sizes and in contrasting angles; it is the most common structure in cinema, responsible for creating three dimensionality on a flat screen. Multi-angular shots tends not to be repeated and often occur at the beginning of the scene and we can look for consecutive takes with only I shot. Takes 2 and 3 are likely to be part of a multi-angularity configuration. D Shot Flow: From takes and their alternation we can extract certain shot flow patterns. Takes 8 and 9, 10, and I1 alternate with each other suggesting a dialogue scene. Take 4 branches to shots of different takes suggesting that it is the centre of action around which other. shots revolve. In addition, takes 2, 3, 4, 5 , 6, 7 seems to be separated from takes 8,9, 10, 11. D Shot Associations: By identifying film takes we have already detected the association between shots. There are also associations between different takes which can be inferred from shot flows. For example, since there is neither a flow from takes 10 and 8 nor from takes I1 and 9, we can generally deduce that the transition between them D Cinesthetic Elements -Familiar Image:
would break the flow of the story. Therefore, it is likely that that takes 10 and 8 (1 1 and 9) shoot the same character using different focal lengths.
b Movement Within Scene: Certain aspects of charactedcamera movements within the scene can also be interpreted. Assume that there is some motion in the first shot of take 8 and last shot of take 10 and there is no motion in between; it is likely that these two shots involve characters enteringleaving the position of action.
D Relative Differencdconstrast: If a detected take is in a cold tone while another is in a warm tone, we can conclude that there is different state of mind associated with characters in these takes. Likewise, if one contains motion and while another is static, we can conclude that one character is volatile or unsettled while the other is calm.
D Measuring Shot/Take Importance: An essential component of the scene can be measured by how much the shot is repeated or how long the total duration of all shots of the same take is. Takes 1, 4, 8, 9, 10, 1 I seem to contain essential story information while takes 2, 3, 5, 6.7 are likely to be peripheral. Also, takes 10/11 are likely to be more important than takes 8/9. D Dramatic Shift: Certain shift in dramalaction are reflected in the shift of shot patterns. There is a shift between takes 8/9 to takes 10/11. We can also interpret the kind of dramatic shift within the scene by measuring the shot distance (e.g., via face sizes). If take 8/9 i s a medium-shot and take 10/11 is a close-up-shot. we can infer that the drama has increased toward the end of the scene. 
ALGORITHMS USED IN TAKE DETECTION
Given a digital stream of a movie, shot detection is first carried out. Then, we extract scene indices and compute shoVscene features from those of representative keyframes.
Clustering and Validation Method
We examine traditional hierarchical clustering techniques including Complete Linkage (CL), Group-Average Linkage (GAL), Median (MED) and Ward's Minimum Variance (WARD) for shot grouping. They all share the same basic operations as outlined in Algorithm 1[51:
There are methods to extract a partition from a cluster hierarchy independently. At the current state of our work, we extract the partition that 'best matches' the ground truth. 
Algorithm 1 Hierarchical clustering procedure

Algorithm 2 Splitting Clusters
Measuring Shot Similarity
Since the compositions of shots of the same logical take should largely match each other, pixel-by-pixel matching is appealing. However, we also need to tolerate variances due to motion and camera adjustments and avoid producing spurious clusters. We chose to match 4 blocks of the frames separately and combine the results. This essentially 
+S(Hf',Hy) +S(HP',H,6').
We then formulate similarity between two shots as the maximum similarity between any pair of keyframes of these shots:
Clustering RefinemenWPostProcessing
General clustering techniques do not take into account specific characteristics of the data domain. Based on the understanding of underlying film production process and film techniques, we devise algorithms for recursively merging and sdittine clusters to further imwove the results.
The shot with movements is either the last shot of first cluster or the first shot of the second cluster. For the first case, the last shot of a cluster is most similar to shots of the other cluster. Algorithm 3 shows how these movements can be detected to merge the clusters. A similar situation to movements within the scene is the use offluid camera movements that span several shots for dramatic impact. For example, a z w m shot is cut to another shot and back to the old shot where the zooming is still on.
Due to visible camera movements, those zoom shots are perceived as the same take; however, the differences between two images tends to be larger than the threshold set during the clustering as the zoom continues while the other shot is shown. Algorithm 4 outlines how clusters would be merged in this situation. Currently, fluid camera shots are manually identified to facilitate this stem First, we need to deal with chnsecutive shots that are grouped into the Same cluster. Other than for Some rare 'staccato' effects, it is very .unlikely that two consecutive shots are edited from the same take. The grouping of two consecutive shots into a cluster is either due to noisy shot indices or the failure of our similarity metric in discrimiAlgorithm 4 Merging Clusters (Fluid camera movement) 1. Search all cluster pairs P(C1, Cz) satisfying that the last shot CI (size m) is 2 shots before the first shot of Cz (size n). i.e., 2. If Cl Iml and CJI1 are both classified 'fluid' and their difnating these two shots. Errors of the first kind are rare due to the reliability of shot indexing process. Most errors are of the second type and these clusters need to be spilt. The splitting algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2 and it proceeds by choosing two consecutive shots with the least similarity as seeds for two new clusters. The rest are assigned to the closest cluster while maintaining the minimum fusion level. Secondly, movements within the scene may cause the clustering to be sparse. Since the camera follows character movements and actions so as to maintain continuity, the viewer is presented with cues to perceive that the shot sequences in old and new positions are of the same take. However, clustering techniques like CL and WARD may fail as they measure the distance using all shots in two clusters.
-. , -, , ference is not too large merge C 1 and C2.
3. Select the next cluster pair and goto 2, else stop. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We set up a data set consisting of 10 full-length movies of all major genres including action, horror, science fiction, thriller, fantasy, drama, and comedy. We have previously developed algorithms for extracting scene indices automatically. However, in this work we use scene indices that II -407 are manually labeled. They reflect the ideal case of nonnoisy input data. We also remove those scenes in which the extraction of takes is difficult and less useful. They are typically high-tempo action scenes with higher motion and shorter shot lengths. We also exclude 'montage' scenes without repeated shots from analysis as the 'best match' method always returns the perfect results for these scenes.
Adjusted Rand Index (R"), cluster recall (CR) and cluster precision (CP) [6] are used to measure the performance. It should be noted that the expected value for R' is 0.
While groundtruthing, we use the following guidelines to decide if two shots belong to the same take: (a) Both shots must belong to the same scene; (h) the last frame of the first shot must have similar camera parameters (framing, angle, composition) as the first frame of the second shot; (c) special case with fluid camera movements: The filmmaker did indeed signal to the viewer that two shots are from the same take through continuous zooming. Table 1 
CONCLUSION
We have described our investigation of techniques for extracting film takes, a cinematic element with many useful applications. We combine traditional hierarchical clustering algorithms with three different postprocessing methods that handle different aspects of film editing. Our experimental results on 10 movies show the usefulness of dividing the frame into sub-blocks and measuring shot similarity as the maxium of keyframe similarities.
